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Survey Says: Uncovering Student Perceptions to Deepen 
Teacher Understanding

PRESENTER:
• Vera De Jesus, Highlander Institute



Vera De Jesus
Instructional Equity Partner

Email: vdejesus@highlanderinstitute.org 
Twitter: @VeraElianna & @HighlanderInst
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Welcome!

mailto:vdejesus@highlanderinstitute.org
https://twitter.com/VeraElianna
https://twitter.com/HighlanderInst
https://www.linkedin.com/in/veradejesus08/


Our Mission      
Highlander Institute partners with communities to 
imagine and create more equitable, relevant and 
effective schools. Using research, we convene, 
coach and build capacity to improve outcomes and 
experiences for all students. 

Students, educators and communities partnering 
as agents of change to design: 

Classrooms that empower

Schools that adapt

Systems that liberate 

Our Vision
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What to Expect From Our Session
● Context & Research

○ Cultivating Relationships
○ Developing Academic Mindset

● Data Study: Student Experience Survey (SES)
○ What do we see?
○ What does that make us think/wonder?
○ What action does this inspire?

● School Growth Story: One Partner’s Journey
○ Applying Insights from the SES

■ Share connections in the Chat
■ Ask Questions with Q&A button

● Closing & Feedback Survey



Culturally Responsive School Change Model
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Example of Our Impact: 

One elementary school partner focused on improving math 
instruction leveraging our comprehensive model. As a result, 
perceived sense of belonging increased for 68% of students and 
academic confidence increased for 60% of students. 

Further, a variety of groups improved their performance level* 
on iReady Math assessments from September to May: 59% of 
MLL students, 50% of students qualifying for free and reduced 
price lunch, 57% of Black students, 43% of students receiving 
special education, and 39% of Latino/a/x students.
* moving from “>2 grade levels below” to “< 1 grade level below” or from “<1 grade level below” to “on grade 
level”



“Middle school students who 
reported high levels of 
developmental relationships 
with their teachers were 8 
times more likely to stick 
with challenging tasks, 
enjoy working hard, and know 
it is okay to make mistakes 
when learning”

A survey of 25,400 6th-12th 
graders in a large district 
found that less than 33% of 
middle schoolers felt they 
had a strong relationship 
with their teachers…

…That number dropped to 
16% by 12th grade.

Students from low-income 
backgrounds report even 
fewer strong relationships 
with their teachers.

Review our Relationships Spotlight to access all research sources and connections

https://highlanderinstitute.org/spotlight/crsp-teacher-practice-2-1/
https://highlanderinstitute.org/spotlight/crsp-teacher-practice-2-1/


There is a strong and 
growing evidence base that 
connects strong academic 
mindsets with better 
grades, higher GPAs, lower 
dropout rates and higher 
achievement test scores.

Such positive results hold 
true for students across the 
socioeconomic spectrum, 
highlighting the power of 
academic mindsets to help 
combat the effects of 
poverty.

Research supports the 
concept that academic 
mindsets are malleable 
and can be intentionally 
developed in students.

Review our Academic Mindset Spotlight to access all research sources and connections

https://highlanderinstitute.org/spotlight/crsp-teacher-practice-2-2/
https://highlanderinstitute.org/spotlight/crsp-teacher-practice-2-2/


My ability and 
competence grow 

with my effort

This work has 
value for me 

Academic Mindset

I can succeed 
at this

I belong to this 
academic 

community

Academic 
Mindset

Chicago Consortium 2012



Data Set: Student Experience Survey (SES)

See - Think - Wonder - Inspire
Data Protocol:

What do we see in this data? 
What does that make us think/wonder? 

What action does this inspire?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OCoMw58uSxBBTCHzquJ77pC2kHqDQOS5kuEnZojmTEE/edit


Student Experience Survey (SES) 



Student Experience Survey (SES) 2020-21



Sharing & Debriefing

What do we see in this data? 
What does that make us think/wonder? 

What action does this inspire?



Identify the 
PROBLEM

Implement a 
potential 

SOLUTION 

Understand 
the IMPACT

Framing Our Storytelling

Scale BEST 
PRACTICES



One School’s Journey
Student Experience Survey (SES) January 2021 Outcomes

● Average scores across all domains were lower for students who qualify for free or 
reduced lunch (FRL) when compared to their peers who are not socioeconomically 
disadvantaged

● Pilot teachers prioritized transparent conversations about the SES questions, 
relationship building, goal-setting, and 1:1 data conferences to address these gaps
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A Teacher’s Journey
Building Academic Mindsets and Community: Relationships and Reflection
● Teacher shared SES data and asked follow-up questions to deepen understanding
● Teacher incorporated Journal Prompts and Heart Maps
● Teacher continuously collected student input & feedback on instructional shifts
● Students identified a “class goal” & individual growth goals based on their own data

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DTH3wDHg3cuWb7IV4sJKVHd3Gbuxbtlme0llq3vrSik/edit?usp=sharing






One Student’s Story

Fall Spring Growth

519 533 14

503 523 20

467 492 25

2020-2021 Individual Student FAST Scores

Above: A historically disengaged student 
(who is part of the FRL population) showed 

more investment in her learning and 
improved performance after having 1:1 

data conferences with her teacher

2021-2022 Update

“She was so excited that she finally 
finished her first novel, front to back! It 
took her forever, and she asked a TON 
of questions about words, but she 
read every single one! 

She has continued to grow leaps and 
bounds in her reading & writing, and 
also in her confidence & social skills. 

Where she would have shut down 
when something was too hard at the 
beginning of last year, she now will ask 
questions and give everything a try!”



What did the SES tell us by the end of the year?

“See - Think - Wonder - Inspire” 
Data Protocol:

What do we see in this data? 
What does that make us think/wonder? 

What action does this inspire?



Academic Mindset: FRL & Paid Lunch



Awareness: FRL & Paid Lunch



Community Building: FRL & Paid Lunch



NWEA Math Benchmark: 
Growth for FRL-Qualified 
Population 



Sharing & Debriefing

What do we see in this data? 
What does that make us think/wonder? 

What action does this inspire?



All-Staff PD: Pilot 
Teachers Share What 
They Tried & Learned



● Utilize staff meetings or release time 
to showcase the work of pilot teachers 
& share strategies with those 
interested in implementing next

● Secure substitute coverage for pilot 
teachers to continue learning from 
each other (e.g. team planning, peer 
observations & debrief conversations)

● With permission, sit in on coaching 
sessions to show interest & continue 
building your own skill set as an 
instructional leader; peer debriefs

● Host student focus groups to dig 
deeper on student survey responses 
and better understand student 
perspectives, specific examples, & 
suggestions

How School and District 
Leaders Can Support 

Work Like This

Replicate and 
scale BEST 
PRACTICES



Connect & Reflect

What inspires you about these stories? Do 
you have any lingering questions?



Please Take a Few Moments to 
Complete the Feedback Survey

● Share what you enjoyed about the 
session and suggestions for how 
we can improve

● Session Survey Link: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/
Aurora_10-26_SurveySays
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Thank you for joining us!

Share Your Thoughts
Participate in our one-minute poll (link in chat box)


